Rescaling bilinear (RB) interpolant's pixels is a novel image interpolation scheme. In the current study, we investigate the effects on the quality of interpolated images. RB determines the lower and upper bounds using the standard deviation of the four nearest pixels to find the new interval or range that will be used to rescale the bilinear interpolant's pixels. The products of the rescaled-pixels and corresponding distance-based-weights are added to estimate the new pixel value, to be assigned at the empty locations of the destination image. Effects of RB on image interpolation quality were investigated using standard full-reference and non-reference objective image quality metrics, particularly those focusing on interpolated images features and distortion similarities. Furthermore, variance and mean based metrics were also employed to further investigate the effects in terms of contrast and intensity increment or decrement. The Matlab based simulations demonstrated generally superior performances of RB compared to the traditional bilinear (TB) interpolation algorithm. The studied scheme's major drawback was a higher processing time and tendency to rely on the image type and/or specific interpolation scaling ratio to achieve superior performances. Potential applications of rescaling based bilinear interpolation may also include ultrasound scan conversion in cardiac ultrasound, endoscopic ultrasound, etc.
INTRODUCTION
Image interpolation quality can be understood as the image quality after interpolation. Image quality can refer to the level of accuracy in which different imaging systems present the signals that form an image. It can also refer to the weighted combination of the visually significant samples that make an image pleasant or visually artefact-free for observers [1] . Many works on image interpolation kept focusing on the minimization of visual artefacts -by either fitting the interpolation function (i.e. using non-adaptive or single kernel-based interpolation methods) or taking some image samples into account (i.e. using adaptive or edge-directed interpolation methods) [2] , [3] -but very few, [10] , focused specifically on the role of the spatial distribution of image pixels. For example, in [9] , efforts have been made to minimize the relentless image interpolation artefacts by turning the interpolated value into the weighted mean between the pixel value corresponding to the smallest absolute difference and traditional bilinear interpolation value. In [5] , a bilinear interpolation optimization method using ant colony algorithm has been introduced to tackle the isotropic assignment of pixels values in the effort to minimize visual artefacts related to such an assignment. In [4] , a method based on the statistical selection of the pixel value closest to the traditional bilinear interpolation value has been proposed to efficiently tackle the image edge blurriness problem. In [6] , the optimization scheme based on the nearest neighbor algorithm has been proposed with the main objective to improve the speed of the traditional bilinear interpolation algorithm by replacing the traditional bilinear with the nearest interpolation algorithm when the four nearest pixels have the same value. In [8] , the author demonstrated the effects of rounding functions on the accuracy of the bilinear interpolation algorithm. In [7] , a novel ant colony optimization-based interpolation method which, unlike in [5] , uses a global weighting scheme has been proposed to smooth interpolated image edges. In [20] , a method that enlarges the interpolation kernel without computing the locations of the nearest pixels has been proposed to create the pixel values leading to less visible interpolation artefacts using extrapolated pixels as well as the nearest four pixels of the traditional bilinear algorithm as the reference. Unlike in above-cited works, in this paper, effects of rescaled image pixels, are investigated in the bilinear interpolation algorithm due to its wide application and particularly in ultrasound imaging systems, in which the bilinear interpolation algorithm is a commonly used method for sectored image scan conversion [21] . For example, in [10] , the authors developed a method for interpolating images using contrast enhancement techniques, coupled with additional constraints for the interpolation, to preserve 'sharp edge' information. Here, the studied scheme does not use any image contrast enhancement technique, instead it simply uses the standard deviation of
four nearest pixels to achieve new ranges or intervals on which the source image nearest four pixels can be locally rescaled (before multiplication with the standard distance weighted function) to improve image interpolation quality, in general. This paper is organized as follows: Part 2 gives a brief review of the bilinear interpolation method/algorithm and rescale function. Part 3 introduces the rescaling scheme and demonstrate how the lower and upper bound are determined. Part 4 presents and discusses experimental demonstrations. Part 5 gives the conclusion.
BILINEAR INTERPOLATION AND RESCALE FUNCTION
The bilinear interpolation is an extension of linear interpolation. It is based on performing interpolation in two directions. As can be seen, in Figure 1 's example, the bilinear interpolation algorithm uses four nearest pixels or samples in Equation 1 to estimate or approximate the missing pixel value at ( , ) P x y , [11] , [12] . 'middle' sample, P , represents the pixel value at the location ( , )
x y of the destination image. 
However, when the new interval or range has been specified the rescale function uses Equation 3. 
where [ min, max [ min, max] N N range is explained in the following part.
BILINEAR INTERPOLANT PIXELS RESCALING SCHEME
Suppose, we have a row vector
and ( 2, 2) P x y , as shown in Figure 1 . Now, the question is: How can we determine the lower { min} N and upper bounds { max} N on which the vector V elements can be rescaled without sacrificing image interpolation quality? It is from here, researchers can decide their own way to go because there are possibly many ways to determine such bounds. Therefore, in this paper, the way to go adopted is based on the statistical mean and standard deviation of vector V elements, as shown in Figure 2 . The choice of the mean and standard deviation was because, the mean and standard deviation consider every data point or samples, and outliers among those samples, they would positively be part of the solution. In the following part, we discuss the effects of the rescaled bilinear interpolant's Equation 8 on image interpolation quality.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The rescaled bilinear interpolation algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB-R2018a. Among many full-reference and non-reference objective image quality metrics available in the literature, [13] , [15] , [17] , we only chose the feature similarity index (FSIM) [16] , and Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator (BRISQUE) [14] , as well as the variance and mean based equations metrics for statistical visual representation, shown in Equation 9 and Equation 10, [18] , [19] . The FSIM and BRISQUE metrics have been chosen to quantify features (against a supposedly pristine or reference image) and distortions similarities (in a referenceless way). Here, the aim is to measure how the traditional and rescaled bilinear images can rapidly be evaluated and get the idea of how their output images would have consisted with subjective evaluations. Note that small-sized and some reference images used were inferred using the Microsoft Picture Manager application. Other two metrics, defined in Equation 9 and Equation 10, consisting of variance and mean equations, have been chosen to define the percentage of increment or decrement of contrast and intensity levels (which are also other key image quality indicators) in each algorithm's output image [19] , [18] .
where, out σ and out μ are the variance and mean of interpolated images, in σ and in μ are the variance and mean of reference images, respectively [19] . Grayscale images, mostly, downloaded from the USC-SIPI Image database have been used as test images. As can be seen, in Table 2 , the effects of rescaling the pixels in bilinear interpolation remained comparable in terms of features similarity, except in terms of image distortions. In other words, the FSIM values obtained indicated a very small difference between the traditional and rescaled bilinear algorithms. In some cases, the traditional bilinear generated higher values than a rescaled bilinear algorithm. Here, it is important to note that the higher the FSIM value means the better image quality. Referring only to seven images presented, in Table 2 , the rescaled bilinear algorithm demonstrated generally higher values (in bold) than a traditional bilinear algorithm. In Table 3 , the BRISQUE scores presented, indicated that the rescaled bilinear algorithm can reduce image interpolation distortions Gray  RB  TB  RB  TB  RB  TB  RB  TB  RB  TB  RB  TB  RB  TB  2X In Figure 3 , the RB algorithm demonstrated a smaller decrement than the TB in terms of contrast at the interpolation ratios used. However, in terms of intensity, the TB algorithm achieved a bigger increment than the RB algorithm only at the interpolation ratio that equals to two. In Figure 4 , the RB algorithm demonstrated a smaller decrement than the TB in terms of contrast at the interpolation ratios used. However, in terms of intensity, the TB algorithm achieved a bigger increment than the RB algorithm only at the interpolation ratio that equals to two, four, and six. At the interpolation ratio that equals to five and seven, the RB algorithm demonstrated a smaller decrement than the TB in terms of intensity It is important to note that the increment or decrement values shown at the y-axis of figures, represents a certain percentage. For example, if RB algorithm's image has contrast decrement value that equals to -0.035 and intensity increment values that equal to 0.00075, it means that the contrast and intensity levels of RB algorithm's image are -3.5 and 0.075 times less and higher than the reference image, respectively. Here, the negative sign denotes the decrement while the positive sign denotes the increment. In Figure 5 , the RB algorithm demonstrated a smaller decrement than the TB algorithm in terms of contrast at the interpolation ratios used. However, RB algorithm showed a bigger increment only at the interpolation ratio that equals to five. In terms of intensity, the TB algorithm achieved a bigger increment and a smaller decrement than the RB algorithm. In Figure 6 , the RB algorithm demonstrated a smaller decrement than the TB in terms of contrast at the interpolation ratios used. In terms of intensity, the TB algorithm achieved bigger increment and a smaller decrement than the RB algorithm at the interpolation ratios used. Also, in Figure 7 , the RB algorithm demonstrated a smaller decrement than the TB in terms of contrast at the interpolation ratios used. In terms of intensity, the TB algorithm achieved bigger increment and a smaller decrement than the RB algorithm at the interpolation ratios used. In Figure 8 , the RB algorithm demonstrated a smaller decrement than the TB in terms of contrast at the interpolation ratios used. In terms of intensity, the RB algorithm achieved a bigger increment than the TB algorithm at the interpolation ratios used. In Figure 9 , at the interpolation ratio that equals to two, the RB didn't show any increment or decrement in terms of contrast. At other interpolation ratios, the RB algorithm demonstrated smaller decrement than the TB in terms of contrast. In terms of intensity, at the interpolation ratio that equals to two, three and seven, both TB and RB algorithms tied. At other interpolation ratios, the TB algorithm demonstrated smaller decrement than the RB algorithm. The time elapsed performance measurement between the RB and TB demonstrated that the RB algorithm was slower than the TB algorithm. As can be seen in Figure 11 , there is a visibly small difference between the images interpolated using the TB and RB algorithms. On top of that, the blurriness artefacts are not to the same extent or level. However, a big difference can be easily be noticed looking at the corresponding small versions, presented in Figure 10 . In Figure 12 , the edge features among interpolated images (using both algorithms) have almost the same sharpness with a debatable smoothness difference. In Figure 13 , we have almost the same situation (looking straight to the edge and texture features) but not the same contrast level in both images. Note that, if the metrics produced the highest or least values, it meant that were more closely related to the corresponding reference images which might or might not match with subjective evaluations. Figure 11 : 3x-interpolated images using the TB algorithm (left) and RB algorithm (right) Potential applications of the proposed RB method may include ultrasound scan conversion for displaying the sectored image. This possibility is based on the preliminary experiments conducted, using the ultrasound data to display the sectored image, which revealed the reduction in BRISQUE-scored-distortions by 0.4%, 0.42%, 0.63%, as shown in Table 4 . Note that three different frames/images data have been used and, the TB's brisque score was used as the reference or original score while the RB's brisque score was used as the targeted score. Here, it is also important to note that to compare the proposed RB method against the TB algorithm because it is meaningful because TB is a commonly used interpolation method for scan conversion [21] . Figure 12 : 3x-interpolated images using the TB algorithm (left) and RB algorithm (right) Figure 13 : 3x-interpolated images using the TB algorithm (left) and RB algorithm (right) Also, it is important to note that in the absence of a reference ultrasound data image, only non-reference metric could be used to estimate increase or decrease in objectively quantifiable distortions. 
CONCLUSION
Effects of interpolating rescaled pixels have been studied in this paper for image interpolation quality. Many works on image interpolation kept focusing on the minimization of visual artefacts by working on the weighting functions which was not the case in this paper since we focused on the effects of rescaling pixels in the spatial domain. Therefore, this paper proposed a solution that used rescaled pixels. The new interval or range (or lower and upper bounds limit) for pixel rescaling purposes was obtained using statistical mean and standard deviation of a vector of four nearest pixels. Effects were investigated using standard full-reference and non-reference quality metrics as well as variance and mean based metrics. Natural image-based experiments demonstrated that the rescaled bilinear interpolation algorithm achieved generally smaller decrements than the traditional bilinear interpolation algorithm in terms of image quality indicators, mentioned. Also, the feature similarities between rescaled and traditional algorithms remained comparable, except in terms of image distortions. This suggests that rescaling image pixels was a non-trivial way to go in optimizing the bilinear interpolation algorithm. The problem with the rescaling scheme was an increase in processing time compared to the traditional method as well as being image type dependent in performance. With the ultrasound scan conversion, the rescaled bilinear algorithm proved to be better than the traditional bilinear algorithm as it showed more image details and fewer distortions in interpolated images. Future research efforts may be put in the development of new strategies that would fasten the interpolation process and that would consider variable kernels in the effort to improve the quality of both natural and sectored images.
